Cytoplasmic intermediate filament proteins and the nuclear lamins A, B and C share the IFA epitope.
The murine monoclonal antibody IFA isolated by Pruss et al. (Cell 27 (1981) 419) reacts with all major proteins of the cytoplasmic intermediate filament family (IF) albeit with different affinities but leaves the nucleus undecorated in standard immunofluorescence microscopy. Here we show that IFA reacts with all three nuclear lamins from rat and man in immunoblotting. This is most easily demonstrated in a cell line in which most cells lack cytoplasmic IFs. Thus the rather minor but ubiquitous 66 kD polypeptides identified by Pruss et al. as IF-associated proteins reflect the lamin triplet. While surprising at first, these results are in agreement with the approximate location of the IFA epitope on IF molecules and the recently discovered sequence homology along the rod domain between lamins A and C and IF proteins. Our results extend this relation to lamin B in spite of its unique behaviour during mitosis.